Avongara Naziki — Evaluations

AKC Approved Basenji Judge -- Monica Canestrini on November 20, 2011

"Naziki" is a charming red & white female basenji displaying typical features of the breed ~ correct size, lightly built, nice proportions (only slightly long in loin), distinctive head (muzzle shorter than skull, almond eyes and small slightly hooded ears). She has the basenjis characteristic gait ~ a smooth, swift and tireless trot. I was concerned about her "winter nose" but then saw that the entire nose is etched with black on its borders. Rear needs shorter hock to balance her good front. Naziki has a splendid temperament and overall typey, elegant appearance. It was my pleasure to meet this sweet basenji from Africa.

Rating 4 very Good

AKC Approved Basenji-Breeder Judge -- Marianne Klinkowski on December 5, 2011

Naziki is a dainty, leggy, fine boned and elegant lightly sabled red/white bitch with strong basenji breed type.

She is balanced with a clean front with good fill and a well-angulated rear; she is light on her feet and covers ground smoothly and easily. Sound coming and going, she moves well with lovely carriage.

Her pretty head is well proportioned with muzzle shorter than skull, fine wrinkle, obliquely-set almond-shaped hazel eyes and small, hooded ears, all carried on a nicely crested neck.

She is off-square, has a loose single curled tail and her feet are oval and tight with thick pads.

Naziki is, without questions, a basenji, and a very lovely one at that.

Rating 5 Excellent
Long-Time Breeder -- Sally Wuornos on December 13, 2011

This is an exceptionally sound red & white female. She could work all day in her native land. Movement is her strong feature. Her side movement is smooth and flowing with better than average reach and drive. Her topline remains level with a loose single tail curl while gaiting.

She is longer then she is tall. However, she has nice length of leg and neck with well matched angles front and rear.

Her ear set and carriage is typical. Her eyes are almond shaped dark brown with nice eye liner pigment. Her head shape is ideal with the perceptible stop called for in our standard.

Her feet are well arched, with oval shape.

She is a friendly outgoing tail wager at ease being handled by strangers.

Rating 4 Very Good
Form for
Native Stock Evaluator

Evaluator: AKC Approved Basenji Judge

Dogs name: AVONGARA NAZIKI

Evaluator's comments:
"NAZIKI" is a charming red and white female Basenji displaying typical features of the breed — correct size, lightly built, nice proportions (only slightly long in loin), distinctive head (stubble shorter than skull, almond eyes, and small slightly hooked ears). She has the Basenji’s characteristic gait — smooth, swift and tireless trot.
I was concerned about her “winter nose” but then saw that the entire nose is etched with black on its borders. Rear needs shorter, lack to balance her good front. Naziki has a splendid temperament and overall an elegant appearance. It was my pleasure to meet this sweet Basenji from Africa!

Refer to “Guide for Native Stock Evaluators’ for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):
Excellent (5) Very Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) Unacceptable (0)

Name: MONICA CANTERIO Date: NOV. 20, 2011

Signature: MONICA CANTERIO

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760. Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 31.
Form for
Native Stock Evaluator

Evaluator: AKC Approved Basenji-Breeder Judge

Dogs name: AVONGARA NAZIKI.

Evaluator's comments:
NAZIKI is a Dainty, leggy, fine boned and elegant
lightly sabled red and white bitch with strong Basenji
breed type.
She is balanced with a clean front with good
fill and a well-angulated rear; she is light on her
feet and covers ground smoothly and easily.
Sound coming and going, she moves well with lovely
carriage.
Her pretty head is well proportioned with muzzle
shorter than skull, fine wrinkled, obliquely-set,
Almond-shaped hazel eyes and small, hooded ears,
all carried on a nicely crested neck.
She is off-square, has a loose single curled
tail and her feet are oval and tight with thick pads.
NAZIKI is, without question, a Basenji, and a
very lovely one at that.

Refer to "Guide for Native Stock Evaluators" for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

Excellent (5) Very Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) Unacceptable (0)

Name: MARIANNE KLUKOWSKI
Date: Dec. 5, 2011

Signature: ____________________________

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760.
Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 31.
Evaluator: Long-Time Basenji Breeder

Dogs name: Avongara Naziki

Evaluator's comments:
This is an exceptionally sound red female. She could work all day in her native land. Movement is her strong feature. Her side movement is smooth and flowing with better than average reach and drive. Her topline remains level with a loose single tail curl while gaiting.

She is longer than she is tall. However, she has nice length of leg and neck with well matched angles front & rear.

Her ear set and carriage is typical. Her eyes are almond shaped dark brown with nice eye liner pigment. Her head shape is ideal with the perceptible stop called for in our standard.

Her feet are well arched with good shape. She is a friendly outgoing tail wagger at ease being handled by strangers.

Refer to "Guide for Native Stock Evaluators" for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

Excellent (5) Very Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) Unacceptable (0)

Name: Sally Wuornos Date: 12-13-11

Signature: Sally Wuornos

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760. Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 31.